
Continuation of the interview with Allan Brookes (side 2) 

AB I will have to explain because I have done a lot of public 

speaking in Britain . I will have to explain that coming 

from a sort of secure English middle - class later colonial 

background got me involved in sabotage in South Africa. 

And I always say, and I think it is accurate that I was 

jusL responding spontaneously to the poignant o:E the time. 

I don't remember any long agonized debates about whether 

we should go from Lombard to violence or anything like that. 

Those debates took place elsewhere. Everybody knows that 

this was a complex issue in the Congress movement. :r: 

don't remember such debates, I just moved smoothly from a 

passivist position into a sabotag·e position withouL even 

noticing t.he change of years . I was very consc:i ent.ious or 

the dangers and the goal run ahead of it. I think one of 

the reasons, possibly the principle reason for Lethbridge 

collapse under pressure, which then put tbe rest of us 

i11 jeopardy was that he'd never addressed this issue 

properly. Whereas in the Congress Movement, there was no 

Congress Movement legally . I was in the Party and the Party 

was mostly mixed in with the Congress Movement. Everybody 

was very much aware of first it was 12 days and then 90 days 

and later on 190 days and so on because people around you 

kept on being taken in. Aubrey Sacks was taken in and Lhen 

on his release his famous run along the beach (:).6) ____ _ 



MG His 180 days or whatever it was. 

So in a sense the Congress Movement was more realistic about 

what the State could do and had enough people who had 

experienced the horrors of .... 

AB Yes, of what was again the historical reality . Many people 

of the Congress Movement had lived under banning orders for 

years. And Party people of course had operated 

clanistinly ('?) since the reformation of the Party whenever 

iL was in '52 I think. 

So everybody lead the style of life where you had an open 

well known existence and then you did some things quietly 

on the side . 

MG ~"Just very quickly, a side question. Getting involved with 

the Party, did that come from you study of Marxism, working 

with COD or admiring the people who were in COD by 

comparison to the Liberals . .... 

AB All those thing-s were factors. But in a way the most 

telJing thing to me was of enemies deaminization of its 

enemy and for the State no doubt about it the Communist 

Party was the main threat. I thought that if that is 

the main threat in their eyes 

MG Then that's where I'm going to go .. 

AB Well yes. I didn't need the politically murky waters of 

the ARM which I couldn't make out where it was going. 

So I left .. 

MG Would you say roughly around the end of '62 then. 

AB Maybe early in '63 I can't be quite sure. 
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~B Now that isn't the end of my story about the ARM. 

Because a few months later my chicken came home to 

roost and left this cable and said we've got this 

action planned along with (52) __________ _ 

railway line, will -----------along with 

you help us. I swallowed hard and said well all right, 

what do you want me to do? A promise is a promise kind 

of thing. I felt a sort of obligation. 

MG You didn't feel a sort of contempt for these peop]e 

at that point clearly. 

AR Not at all because one could see that every time a 

pyJon went off or something happened. Somebody was 

doing something effectively. It was demonstratively 

mak.ing its mark. 

MG But you weren't taking a sort of taking thjs is sort 

of romanticists this is rubbish position 

at all then. 

AB No. 

So that was the action when the single cable on the 

suburban railway line was cut at I think six or five 

points along the line. I was given the Rondebush (?) 

b:i t of the line , given a flat and hundreds of cabJes. 

I went to the flat and was given my charge and so on 

~:3ot home at the sixth hour , went out and fixed it to 

line , lit the fuse and bolted back. 

MG You must have been nervous as hell doing it? 

AB I waited for the bang, I beard the bang and I thought 
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good that's that one done and I went to sleep. 

Then when I read the newspapers I discovered to my great 

chagrin that my charge had not gone off . 

MG So all that nervous energy had been wasted in a sense. 

AB Shame ! Until this day I don ' t know why . 

MG It happened to a lot of ARM charges as you know . 

AB WhcLher iL was my deficiencies or some deficiencies is the 

materials we were using, I have no idea . That was my last 

connection with ARM. 

Unt:i.l tbe shit hit the fan, Lethbridge was careless with his; 

papers and in mid ' 64 people began to b e arrested . And 

it was a very anxious period and people began to f l ee the 

country and so on . 

MG So you knew that Adrian had been a rresled , you heard abouL 

it . 

AB Oh! yes. 

MG And so you had to make a j u dgement . 

AB I had Lo make a judgement . And aft.er a few days, I was so 

worried and it ' s one of those things by now I think most of 

Lhe Party people I knew were inside . And 1 waf:m' t sure 

where to go for advice . 

went to see (B 6 ) 

I went up to Johannesburg and I 

------------------
because I had enormous , I still have enormous respect for 

him. l started an affair with his younger daughter. 

Bogsjc (r;orgeous woman ). And the (? )Avonia trial was over 

MG Tbat bad been in ' 63 of course . 

l\R yes 



l\.B Rom had lost his wife on the way to holiday somewhere in 

the Cape. Ile went off the road, the car went inLo a river 

and she drowned, he got out . 

MG Lizzy Franklin was in the car with them . 

l\B I remember the name,yes. 

Anyway Rom, completed his holiday and came back and I knew 

that:. he was coming back. I went Lo his home in Johannesbu:rg 

on Lhe day when he was due back. 

MG Add an had been arrested a few days before this. 

AR Yes. 

And nobody in the house knew me, iL was just Lhe 

domestics. I sat in the garden and waited for Rom to 

appear and 1'11 never forget this moment . As soon as he 

saw (he knew who I was, but he didn ' t know me) 

MG Yes 

AB And of course the accident hanging over him, once the main 

Revonia trial happened lots of other people were at ris:k 

principally . He came out on the verandah and saw me and 

with that wonderful human warmth and generosity of spirit, ti 

assumed immediately (quite right) that I must be there 

because I was in trouble. And he rushed over and said 

welcome to my home. 

MG A lovely man eh! . 

AB Right. He had ten times more worries than I had, and I 

explained how I had been involved in something and the 

chief guys had been locked up and he said well what you 

have to consider is do they have any evidence against 



you and if they do then you could be right, skip the 

country . 

Of course there were big implications to skipping the 

country, if I left at that moment , it was like claiming 

myself to be a member and I should never return . But 

I was in the middle of my , no I had completed my honours 

course. 

MG You were ending your fourth year? 

AB No no thjs was '64 . No I did my honours course in ' 63 

with Adrian Lethbridge and '64 April I took up my first 

job which was as a junior lecturer in (132) _______ _ 

I had a six month post, so I got my foot on the first 

rung of the academic ladder and I was beginning to get 

hooked on it . 

MG And you had a girlfriend. 

AB Yes, although the relationship was very knew it hasn't 

gelled yet. So I had to weigh up all that . Do I turn 

my bacl<. on this career, this post , friends, my Party and 

other connections and so on , girlfriend etc . Or do I 

sit :i.t out . And taking tlle key that Rom had suggested , 

do they have sufficient evidence, I thought I am quite 

certain , because there is no evidence , I can't have 

been stupid enough to drop names and stuff , I haven't 

been caught and they discovered I was involved, what can 

they do about it? And this, of course , was a fatal 

mjscalculation because the best possible evidence was 

in their grasp which was Adrian Lethbridge in person . 



MG .l\.nd it. didn't even occur to you that Adrian would break 

that quickly. 

AB The question wasn't whether he broke quickly or not but 

whether he would turn. 

Anybody can break in the sense of giving information, but 

then what they do is crucial. 

I went back to Capetown and tried to brazen it out. They 

would never discover that I was involved and if they d.:id 

they could never put me away I might have a rough time, but. 

they could never put me away. 

Those dnys were horrible, absolutely horrible. Living in 

that uncertainty and so on. 
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This is a tape - Continuation with interview with Allan Brookes. 

MG Could you please go over the section where you at this point 

been in jail for a.while. You were telling us about reading 

the newspapers and realizing one day about a bombed station. 

AB I was refusing to make a statement at all. A.l t:hough it was 

clear to me that they knew pretty well everything abouL my 

involvement. J discovered that the station commanders 

wife aL Maitland Police Station replaced the newspaper at. 

the bottom of the basket of food brought in to me every day 

jf it was soiled, so I quickly started soiling the paper 

mangling it chewing it anything to get a fresl:J few pages o f 

(1 0) ------ - --------- the next day or two and 

although (ll) ____________ was very poor and I often 

got the adverts and the sports pages and so on I did get the 

news that Neville Rubin had been arrested in Swaziland and 

then there was something very obscure very frightening about. 

a bomb in Johannesburg. And shortly after that, they came 

in t he middle of the night, took me :i.n silence to Caliden 

Square Police Station, asked me if I would make a statement. 

I refused, and they laid into me. (20) ___________ _ 

the sergeant lead the team, I ended up on the floor in the 

interrogation room one of them was pulling my hair, one 

was twisting my ankles. There were two going at me and 

others coming in to help from time to time. J think you 

wjll tind, if you compare notes that Stephanie was done on 



the same night, but earlier. 

MG By the same team. 

AB By the same t.eam yes. They broke down my resistance . I 

eventually agreed to make a statement. I didn't make it 

then, but they brought me back within a few hours the 

next day and I made a statement . 1 tried to restrict to 

whaLever l felt they already knew, or whaL I knew that Lhey 

knew from the way in which they formulated their questions 

previously. 

MG They g-ave you no medical attention. 

AB No, not at this stage . Somewhere along the way, (33) 

_____ driver had tipped off the British Consul that I 

was the British citizen and he pressed for access and 

eventually got it and something like a week or ten days 

after I was beaten up and he came to see me. I was in a 

bad way and when I looked in the mirror I didn'L recognize 

myself because of all of the contusions, under the scalp 

from the hair pulling and my face wa.s very swollen and so 

on, J c.:ould hardly walk and this tall dapper pro Consular 

fjgure straight out of the grey and green (Mr. Ballantyne) 

stepped across the courtyard accompanied by r.:;ome senior 

pug in the special branches and said "how a:re you Mr. 

Brooks" . And I held out my hand and we shook hands in the 

English manner. Later on he said, I've treasured this 

ever s:i nee , he said this as he was leaving ukeep you.c 

pecker up". 

And the bizzarness of this phrase the whole situation, that 



did more for my morale than anything· else . 

Anyway so they took me to some staunch loyalist merchanist 

party doctor or surgeon or something down on the foreshore 

and my ankle was x - rayed and they set. it in plaster because 

they discovered a hairline fracture. 

MG Did the doctor do a decent job? 

AB It was the proper attention . 

now. 

They were under Lhe spotJight 

MG Because Gerry Methorpe. 

AB Gerry Metl1orpe was asked a question in the House of: Commons 

prompted by the World Campaign for the release of political 

prisoners , nm by Sania Banting and of course the Ba.ntings 

were :Crom Capetown, they knew me. 

l\nd once my leg was in plaster I felt invulnerable . They 

clearly fe l t they had got all that was useful to get trom 

me. They had gotten a statement, they had witnesses and 

the question now was who was going to be in the dock and 

wl10 was going to be in the witness box. And they put a lot 

of prossure on Stephanie Kemp who was my girlfriend at an 

earlier stage before she became Lethbridgcs girlfriend and 

they were very anxious to avoid prosecuting her if they 

could . 

Because she came from the purist, finest Africano stalk 

and they were dealing with all these issues between August 

and November 1964. 

MG You were in for quite a long time then. 

l\B I think I was in solitary for 75 days. l\t some stage I 



was moved to Woodstock Police station, that was quite a nice 

place to be cause my days were enlivened amongst other things 

by t11e mosque locally. And also a few cells away from me was 

a young coloured chap who was later charged witl1 NevilJe 

Alexander as a member o:E UEQ Chan which was rather like Lhe 

ARM committed to sabotage but never actually did anything, it 

was a discussion group. I felt very sorry for this young guy 

because although he hadn't had anything like the treatment. I 

had, he had obviously been much less prepared for the whole 

trauma than I had been and he had converted Islam and the 

shocker thing. I tried to keep his morale up and even when I 

came t o hate bim because of his endless singing of 11 this has 

beeJJ t he longest day" and hearing this alJ day and every day, 

day alter day, I could have strangled him. 

MG: So you were eventually left alone, really? 

AD: Yes, they came to see me from time to time and once or twice 

Lhey dangled the possibility of being a witness, but they 

didn ' t seriously push it. They realized that I would never 

agree to that. Eventually we were charged. 

MC : Did you know by t.his point that Lethbridge was going to act? 

AB: This was not clear, but gradually became clear, because the 

fjrst charged initially were Eddie Daniels, 

(99) Tony True . 

MG: Did you know True? 

J\H: They hadn't laid their hands of many others in Capetown and I 

think , by the way that they arrested John Livingston, but they 

didn ' t use him. They couJd have , but they didn't. 
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AB: And that was for obvious political/relations. So the only 

people in the dock that I knew were Frank Decalla and 

Stephanie. Once we were charged, of course our lawyers 

couJd come to see us. And my defense team was lead by 

Wjltried Kuka and Alby Sacks was the junior . 

MG: You were charged then by October. 

AB: November . 

If I'm right. Certainly the trial was in November. 

Where was Lethbridge, that was the big question . The fact 

,.hat he wasn't amongst us made it very clear that he was 

going to be the chief witness for the other side. 

As Lhe main organizer on the National basis of the ARM 

the State couldn't have had a better witness. 

Once the lawyers got to work , those who were acting for 

the three of us who ended up in the second trail, realized 

that there was a good possibility for plea bargaining for the 

three of us. This lead to a negotiated deal whereby Daniels 

and Pecalla as accused number 1 and 2 faced t.rial at the 

not very tender mercy of Mr. Justice Baers because the police 

were not prepared to contemplate any deals in relation to 

them. Which is very ironic because well it is [ull of ironies 

Frank Pecalla was the son of a very wealthy Swiss banker who 

Jitcrally bought his sons freedom. And although he got 

sentenced for 12 years he served only a year. 

MG: Rarely a year . 

AB: Yes, 



MG: Tllat was by contribution to the Party? 

l\R: Literally. 

But it was touch and go Spike was very tempted to go on to the 

other side , but we put a lot of pressure on him once we were 

together in the remand yard at Roland St. Prison in Capetown. 

MG: You and he or .. 

AB: AJl of us that were charged . 

MG: You and Stephanie as well. 

AB: WelJ not Stephanie, she was in the female section. 

MG : Daniels. 

AB: Daniels was somewhere else, probably in the coloured section. 

MG: But iL was True and you and Pecalla (? sp. of name). Al.id WE'~ 

supported each other and then we discovered that Lethbridge 

was somewhere in the same prison . We tried to get messages 

to him, tried to get him on board ev en at this late stage . 

MG: Could you use warders to get those messages through? 

AD: No, we tried to use prisoners . Very unrc::!liabJ e, usually 9 

times out of JO the first thing a prisoner or remand 

prisonnr would do , if we trusted them with anything was 

to run to the authorities to ingratiate themselves with 

Lhe authorit: ies and tahe our cigarettes. Z\nyway , our 

lawyers managed to agree a deal with the State whereby 

we pleaded gujlty to the much lesser charge o:E membership 

o:E an illegal organization and State would drop charges 

of Active Sabotage whicb carried a minimum sentence of 

five years if convicted. 

MG: Why did the State agree to that? 
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AB: Dccause they had their problems with Lethbridge. 

MG: Really. 

AB: They were not confident that under pressure of skilful 

cross - examination he might not (in their point of view) 

crack and revert in his loyalties to our side. 

MG: Honestly! 

AB: Tl1at was their fear. Because with me to less extent than 

the others, they relied very heavily on the insider witness 

and that was Lethbridge. He'd been in touch with everybody. 

Kepl the threads of the whole thing tog·ether in Capetown. 

So the perfect witness, provided he was going to stick to 

their side and supply all the necessary literature t.o make 

the case convincing. 

MG: Js this your thinking looking back on it. Or do you remember 

1-.be lawyers saying anytbing about it? 

AH: This is r.he assessment of the clan. And I remember AJ.by 

talking at length about the dilemmas posed for the defense 

lawyers by the possibj lity of Lethbridge changing sic3es in 

the witness box. How would they handle this? Were they 

going to set out to destroy him or were they going to try 

and coax him into restoring some sort of moral human 

relationship with former friends, colleagues, saboteurs 

and so on . .l\nd they opted for strategy of encouraging him 

to take it all on his own shoulders and to minimize the guilt 

of Lhe people he was giving evidence against. It doesn't work 

al all really. The main trial which was Pecalla and Daniels 

and there was a famous occasion wben Lethbridge broke down 



AB: in court and sobbed his heart out ,:md so on. 

MG: The main case came first and yours came second . 

AB: Yes. 

And I remember Wilf Cooper. Cooper was no Liberal at all but 

a very cynical and sharp operator. And he said part of the 

secret and effective defense and so on in a criminal trial is 

Lo choose your judge. And I don't know how they managed iL, 

but they got Justice Byers and they were delighted to get 

Justice Byers because he was a parent of children of our sorts 

o[ age ~nd he had a soft hearL and all our parents were 

dragged into the dock to the humiliation of all of us. 

MG: Jt must have been awful for you. 

AD : And our parents went in and they sobbed their hearts out 

the :Eact o:C bringing him up the right way and something went 

wrong. 

MG: Your Dad and Mom too! 

l\H: My father, not my mother. 

In Tony True's case, all his problems were alleged to have 

happened with his car accident which reshaped his face. 

If you have ever seen him you will know that something has 

happened to him . 

MG: Yes 

AD: Yes that was for real. But from the States point of view we 

were clearly three rather problematic accused . Stephanie 

Kemp with her pure small t:own African orig·in, a beautiful 

young woman. 

MC: So clean cut. 
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AB: Exactly, exactly. Very embarrassing accused for the mythology 

ot their partners sake . There was Anthony Koo whose father 

was the General Secretary of the Automobile Association, a 

pillar of the establishment and golf links at ,1ohannesburg. 

Every string Lhat could be pulled would be pulled on his 

behalf. And there was the unknown obscure outsider Alan 

Brookes who was riding of the tails his coat, he was rather 

irrelevant. But number three accused in the second trial. 

So the strategy of the defense was not to challenge Lethbd d.ge 

at aJ 1 and actually in the Lria.l there bizarre moment when t.Jic 

prosecuLor sat down having closed his case. He couldn't J eave 

mtich evidence of active sabotage , he just had to indicate one 

or two things about Stepha.nie, something about Tony True and 

so on, but Lhey weren' L charging us with active sabotag<~, tl1<~y 

dropped those charges and we were all pleading guiJ ty to being 

Mandell (?) (231) 

So our defense quickly got up and provided by way of 

admissions, and concessions and so on. So it was really a 

very surreal trial. 

MG: There were no witneases against you, your defense ... yes we 

concede blah blah ... rt didn't last long al your trial. 

AD: No it was over very quickly. 

MG: Less than a day . 

AB: I don ' t remember. 

MG: nut that is amazing. 

AB: The result in terms of sentence was miracle . I had been 

expecting for a long term to go down for about 10 to 15 
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AB: years. And to end up with a 4 year sentence 2 years suspended 

was sLunning. 

But of course , the minute the trial is over, your out of t11.e 

spotlight the doors clam shut , you're into the regime of 

one half hour visit every six months . One :letter every six 

months of 500 words and then the grim reality gets a grip on 

you. 

MG: Yes, djd the party keep :i.n touch with you during thaL 

period? Or, I guess they were so disrupted once the trial 

was over, or . . . I shouldn ' t ask this question, but I will 

anyway. You didn ' t have a sense of bein~r abandoned did you? 

AD: No , not at all. We had all sorts of messages of support . 

aack Symons ca.me to see me and Professor Monica Wjlson 

came to see me. She was a very law abiding Christian lady. 

She was a terrific woman. 

MG: A good woman. 

AR: Yes she was . 

MG: So it was a very very lonely time . I mean Lhere were any 

other Party people that you could talk to jn Lhe prison'? 

AB: As soon as we had been convicted , the flew us up to Victoria.. 

MG: So you wc~re in with the other'? 

AB: We were in with the others . There was a group initially 

of I think JS white male political prisoners. A really 

curious bunch we were . 

MG: It was a. very mixed group weren ' t you'? 

All: r.et's see i.t J can name them: From the ARM - myself and 

Tony True and Frank Peca.Ila from the Cape . John Lera.do; 
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and Dave Evans from the Eastern Cape and from Johannesburg 

Raymond Izenslein; Hugh Lewin , Barok Burson. There were the 

initial CP trialist which were Paul Traheala, Costa Gozzides, 

Leving. 

MG: Leon 

AB: No , Leon ' s twin. The photographer EJ.i Wineberg; Ivan 

Shernberker, Lhe old guard in prison terms were ,Jack (7.85) 

- ------------, who was one of the f.irsl attempled 

sabot curs who got 12 years. Bennie Cheeroff and Ivan 

Shernberker was a party but the other saboteur was a guy 

from Derbin 

MG: Who turned to the Inkota Movement 

AB: No no 

MG: Roly 

AB: RoJy was never in prison with us. 

MG: 1 thought. he was with Lewin and co. 

AD: ThaL ' s news to me. 

MG: T remember st.ories about how he went on and on quoting 

Marx and Lennin to everybody. 

AB: Anyway, ot course later on from the Revonia trials there 

was Goldberg and Dave Kipsin and John Matthews. 

MG: You probab1y all had big political seminars a lot of the 

tj me. 

AB: You know in the early months we posed a huge problem :Eor the 

prison auLhorities because they never had anything like this 

to deal with before and their initial response was to batten 

down Lhe hatches and for several months our regime was to be 



AB: in single cells and to have 1/2 and hour in the morning and 

1/2 hour in the evening out of our cells . So that gave very 

little scope for organizat ion or c ommunication . Of course we 

campaigned agajnst it and g-radually circumstances improved . 

MG: Jt took close to a year then or six months or more to 

get the changes. 

l\B: So that ' s my involvement in the ARM . 

Those details about the release that need to be clearly on 

the record. Somewhere along the way John Foster who was always 

keen to put Nusas in the dock and tried somehow to implicate 

Nusas and the existence ot the ARM and the involvement of 

young students or post graduates like Leth.bridge , Kellar, 

etc . etc . in ARM. So he took the public line " these people 

i . e. young respectable whites from middle - class backgrounds 

and :Erom quite established backgrounds in some cases had 

been misJead by NUSAS and i[ our parents went to him and 

apologized and took the children on the right track he would 

consider our early release . He was trying to turn the whole 

Lhing , which was quite embarrassing to the establishmenL 

because as far as Lhey new none of us was communist , non of us 

was anything else so it just didn't fit the Lext book 

exp] anaU on to what was going wrong wj th South Africa, and 

where the threat lay , so he had this stance and that of course 

opened the door to Dwight Kellar ' s father bribing his son's 

way out. Tony True ' s father was in and he was in Oxford 



AB: University well before .... 

MG: How long was Tony in then'? 

AR: He did a year. 

Ho was out soon after Kellar, but then of course he only had 

a two year sentence , Kellar had a 12 yr sentence and Danials 

had a 15 year sentence and he deserved every singlo day. 

My own story here becomes quite complicated . l was tota.lJy 

opposed to any deals with regard to early releases and I 

launched an action for damages against the State for my 

physical ... 

MG: You launched it while you were in jaiJ. 

AIi: Yes, I was the only witness and they were going to have the 

medical people on their side probably to say that I had 

fallen down the steps or some such thing. Meanwhile the 

CP in Capetown finally collapsed and the key to that 

collapse was the arrest of Fred Collins. Others had gone 

abroad others had disappeared. Fred was the last bastion 

and everybody thought he was a very strong man and he'd 

be alright. And he thought so too. He didn't know whaL Lhey 

can do to you. They flew him up to Joberg, so the Swanipool 

team could get to work on him. They kept him standing 5 

days , something like that. He passed out and so on and 

eventually something snapped and he babbled and loads of 

names came pouring out including mine. 

MG: Before this, Lhey had no sense of you being a CPer at all. 

AB : No. 



AB: Then Lhey began to visit me the Transval (?) heavies (38l) 

they were much worse than the Cape was, began to visit mE~ in 

my cell in Preto:d a. And then one said "put the ma:i.n elements 

of the case against Fred. They flew me to Capetown puL me in 

isolation. The key turning point f or me was in Pretoria I 

went back to my old stance . I refused to say anyth.ing and one 

day t:bey just got fed up and said bring l7red in. And they 

brought in this crumpled heap of a man and he said "tell them 

where we store this ... because I can ' t remember. He was 

shaLtered. He recovered later and did loads of use:Eul work. 

MG: But I mean he was talking about Onkontu dynamite . 

ll.B: Yep, because everything collapsed in Capetown he came to me 

one day and he sajd thjs actually wasn't anything Lo do with 

Jnkontu(sp) it was actualJy Jack Posh _ _ _ (398) 

MG: Oh! little embert 

J\B: Jack was appa11:i..ng (J ' m sorry that was off the record) 

MG: Shall 1 promise you I'll do it. 

AB: PJease. Jack (402) was very much an individuaJjsL ------

and when he felt Lhings were right for sabotage 

he got on and did it himself, he organized i n filtration of 

explosives, he recruited some former ali in the South 

African Air Force, they'd been in the war together in Egypt or 

Italy or wherever and the authorities picked ~Tack up monitored 

his whole operation and { 412) _____________ the 

p1ane's communicator and(412) ------------------

the plane exploded, they arrested him and put him away :Eor 



AB: 12 yea.rs . 

AB: UuL he'd had some ra.w materials for the manufacture of 

explosives in his flat . Other party members were asked to 

deal with and then he turned to them and said get yourself 

a home, go to Pickford's and put it in long- term storage. 

All our houses had been raided all the time. I was the 

fall guy at Pjckford's I Lhink we both know (423) ____ _ 

none of whj ch the authorit:i es ------------------

discovered until Fred spilled it all out. They then took me 

to Capetown Lo be a witness in this case, only I wasn't going 

to be a witness J was going to be charged. 

MG: W:it.h being a member of the MA Legal organization. 

AB : Now Lo relevance all this to my involvement: in the ARM 

I had held out consistentJy against any deity Poster and 

parents going on bended knee , all of it I find shameful . 

but. in the end to cut a long story short I gave evidence 

against. (13) ) __________ _ 

MG : 1\s did Alby. 

AB: As did lots of people. 

G:iven my own experience I was very reluctant 

and they put me in court and I initially refused to give 

evidence . Fred's lawyer stood up and said we have no 

objecU on 

(4.13) _________________________ _ 

and then I said my peace. And all this tha L I' ve now [-rn id 

under oath jn open court blatantly contrad:icted the line o:(: 

defense in the ARM case. So I come up with a cock and bull 



sLory that I had only got involved with all this godly 

politics because I was unhappy with my law studies and 

confused and so on and so on. Now it was clear that was ..... 

so my credibility as a witness was damaged and we had to 

withdraw my claim for damages. Now it seems there is no 

chance to pursue that, in fact we did another deal . 

My Jawyers went to (461) ___________________ _ 

I think my father still went to see Foster but it wasn't 

LhaL. In fact what they kept on saying was of course we 

can't release the (466) _____________ to those 

of. half colour for damages. And so we had to drop the 

claim and since the claim didn't have a chance in hell 

I was released at the end of June 1966 instead of Nov. 

when I would hc1ve served my -----------· (4 71) 

MG: Looking back now not necessarily at only your involvement, 

But at the whole ARM enterprise in the situation. Does 

one just dismiss it out of hand'? What do you say about 

all those people? I mean the judgement of history has been 

fairly harsh on the ARM by at least later commentators. 

You took a lot yourself becoming an activist and thinking 

that something needed to be done . Is that the way you 

look at it or ... do you look at it as a group that was 

really counter productive in some way·? Are they too 

scaLtered the questions? 

AB: Alright , I would never say the ARM was counterproducLi ve, 

there was a marginal figure in it. 

,}3 



MG: But you also have a special perspective. 

AB: Yes, I have a special perspective and to be frank 

this is why I was a bit reluctant to give this interview. 

My involvement in the ARM has been a perpetual embarrassment 

for the rest of my life. Because I have moved in (505) 

con _ ___ (?) circles. I think the judgement of history has 

Lo be that the ARM was a rather unimporLant, ineffecLive 

not very significant operation. I don't fee} ashamed of 

having been involved in it. I actually feel quite proud of 

my performance under the circumstances, but it doesn't say a 

lot for my poliLical judgement . Given my politics as they 

shaped up when I was a member of the South Af:d can Communist 

l?arLy for 18 years and a very strong supporter of ANC and so 

on. 

MAGNUS THERE SEEMS TO BE A BLANK SPOT ON THE TA.PE HERE. NOT 

VJo::RY LONG ..... . 

.l\.B : BEG INS AGAIN . . . . . . 

It was a transition for me a transition for society and I have 

come to feeJ_ that any effort to fight apartheid deserves its 

place in the history books. 

MG: Do you think they could have ever succeeded'? Or were there 

inherent: fundamental weaknesses there'? You mentjoned things 

llke Lhe lack of articulaLion of ultimate goals which Licked 

you off at Lhe end . 

AB: The fundamental weakness was, mind you a complete divorce 

from any sort of mass base . What could keep that sort of 

tb ing goin~1? 



AB: Anything that challenges the State, especially with the use 

of violence is bound to meet a very torrid response and ARM 

collapsed at the first appearance of that. Other thirigs 

survjved and came back eventually to take their place at the 

helm, they need profound groups in society in the history and 

cultural and so on , ARM had none of that. It wasn'L totally 

misconceived, it was a reflection of the spirit of the time 

tbat even respectable middle-class whites which was what 

90%- of us were, were prepared to turn to sabotage in an 

attempt to send the apparently, relentless, inevitable 

continuous advance of the apathic State and we played our 

part I think. We had our 15 minutes of fame and who can 

complain about that. 

MG: They also lacked the ideological strength of the communists 

and the organizational sophisticaLion and the long - term 

continuity. The communists were a pretty small group in a 

way too. Not in the 50s anyway, not a fast group. They 

had some depth. Much greater depth among Lhe Africans than 

did the ARM but it wasn't vastly extensive. The Party didn't 

have vast numbers of Africans in the sos either, but they 

snsLained themselves with an ideology that gave them a sense 

ot history and what their place in history was and so on . 

It was incredibly powerful in that the Liberals didn't seem 

to have .. . 

AB: On my release I was deported because I was not a South 

African. And my parents and the authorities told the 

authorities to deport me to Britain rather than to .... 



MG: I came over here very disoriented, middle of 66 totally 

bewildered as to what to do and I thought why don't I 

go back to University for a year . Do something not too 

demanding like a Masters after all the English equivalent 

is t.hc Honours degree I already have . I decided to seek out 

a guy tor whom I had a great deal of respect and that was 

Colin Weir , he was then teaching at Sussex. I went to see 

him in July and I discovered he had closed the books for his 

MA in Politics for the coming academic year, but once he 

heard my story. Being the generou s, warm hearted guy that 

he was he said alright I ' ll take you on board. And oh! 

yes, buy Lhe way t.here was somebod y else on the course 

a Adrian Lethbridge ( ·?) . I just reeled back and I t: ool< 

a moment and I said I have to tell you that Adrian Lethbrjdge 

was the only witness against me in my trial and there is no 

way that I can sit in the same seminars . ... this of course , 

Lhrcw Colin and he said 11 don 1 t worry this is not your problem" 

it's my problem and I will deal with it . I don't think I 

every [elt so angry in my life. I came away and I wrote 

a real stink of a letter and I sent it to Randolph .. . . 

(622) _________________________ _ 

I sort of said the Lethbridge had done enough to my life 

on the threshold of an academic career in Capetown. Three 

months into my first (626) __________ job and my 

world collapsed , and he withdrew . 

MG: In response to the letter . 



AB: Yes, a.nd I went to Sussex and I got my Masters. 

I always used to say, it is a bit vulgar but I 'll say it 

again. I sat in seminars where systems theory was very 

much .... 

MG: Oh! Parsons was in . 

AI3 : and so on and utter the word Imperialism was like "farting 

and dinner" you just didn't do it. 

And corning after the rich, Lib experience I had just had 

I losL interest i.n academic life after thaL. Then I wenL 

to work at the (647) - --------------------
MG: Did you stay with the Anti-Apartheid for a long time then'? 

AB : I d:i..d Lwo sp8Jls from '67 - 70 and then I came back aga:in 

from 87-9l. 

TIIF: END OF THE TAPE: 


